
 

                                        

PROFILE 
ID -   

I am a current Year 13 student at Lynnfield College. Recently completed NCEA Level 2, 
endorsed with Excellence. Working towards completing NCEA Level 3 also at a high 

standard. Looking to be enrolled in AUT and working towards the Bachelor of Design 
with Honours (Spacial Design). I have studied visual arts for the previous five years and 

photography since year 12 where I endorsed year 12 Visual arts photography with 
Excellence as well as being awarded for first in Photography.  

I have achieved excellence in my internals across my subjects this year, achieving 34 
Excellence credits for NCEA Level three as well as 92 Excellence credits in Level 2. I am 
partaking in extension courses during my secondary school education, taking French 

through the Te Kura correspondence school for the last 5 years as well as taking 
scholarship for Classical Studies and Photography this year. My subjects have 

consisted of Classical Studies, Earth and Space Science, Media Studies, English, 
Physical Education, Photography and French during my secondary education where I 
have put maximum effort and time in all of my assignments. In addition I have taken 

part in the Gateway Tertiary Commission where I gained work experience by 
shadowing an interior designer (Helen Wilcock from Design Spec Ltd.) over the course 

of a term. 

Over the course of my secondary education I have participated in the following 
groups: 

C U R R I C U L U M  V I TA E   

 

 

 

Auckland 

1061

APPLICATION:

SPACIAL DESIGN

CONTACT:

2015 
Cultural 

- Philosophy Group 

2014 
Sport 

- Athletics Western 
Zone Team 

- Touch Senior Girls 

2013 
Sport 

- Athletics Greater Auckland Champs 

- Athletics Western Zone 

- Football 2nd XI Girls 



AWARDS AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

2015: 

First Equal in Level 2 Visual Arts - Photography 
Senior Academic Award in Level 2 Earth and Space Science 

FUTURE GOALS STATEMENT 

Environment is an aspect which plays a monumental part in our everyday lives. 
From the treasured moments shared between friends and family in dining 
rooms to quiet focused moments studying in our bedrooms or offices to the 
classrooms we are assigned to each year. Throughout my life, even at a young 
age my personal areas were always kept to a standard which satisfied me, 
there was nothing better than spending an entire Sunday redecorating my 
bedroom and at the end of the night bringing my family in to see what they 
thought. Or playing virtual games for hours creating my dream house in my 
own little virtual world. As I grew older, the reality of the different standard and 
quality of lives throughout the world was bought to my attention. I wish to take 
what I have learnt and apply it to helping those who are unable to help 
themselves due to the constrictions their societies which have been built upon 
their privation and to create spaces which will benefits individuals as well as 
communities as a whole. I wish to begin or contribute to projects which will 
improve living conditions and create efficient, safe living environments for 
people everywhere; whether that be in New Zealand or globally. 

I thank you for your time and consideration, 

Yours Sincerely, 

. 

The work that I am submitting are from my Visual Arts Photography workbook, 
which consists of 3.2 & 3.3 (AS91447&AS91452). 






































